Watching Chemistry Happen

12 - 16 April 2021, Leiden, the Netherlands

Scientific Organizers
- Graham Worth, University College London
- Federica Agostini, Paris Saclay University
- Benjamin Lasorne, Montpellier University
- Caroline Lasser, Technical University of Munich
- Anastasia Borschevsky, Groningen University

Topics
- Solvation: Including a Realistic Environment
- Diabatisation: Selecting the Best Way
- Novel Quantum-Classical Methods: Present Advances
- Multiple-State Crossings: Complicated Topologies

The Lorentz Center organizes international workshops for researchers in all scientific disciplines. Its aim is to create an atmosphere that fosters collaborative work, discussions and interactions. For registration see: www.lorentzcenter.nl

This workshop is part of the CECAM-Lorentz collaboration, to stimulate innovative computational simulation and modeling.

A mesmerized crowd watches a molecule in excited electronic state moving towards a conical intersection.
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